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Abstract

Some people have self-control problems regularly. This paper adds endogenous retire-
ment to Laibson’s quasi-hyperbolic discounting savings model [Quarterly Journal of
Economics 112 (1997) 443–477]. Earlier selves think that the deciding self tends to retire
too early and may save less to induce later retirement. Still earlier selves may think the
pre-retirement self does this too much, saving more to induce early retirement. The
consumption pattern may be different from that with exponential discounting. Other
observational non-equivalence includes the impact of changing mandatory retirement rules
or work incentives on savings and a possibly negative marginal propensity to consume out
of increased future earnings. Naive agents are briefly considered.
   2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction

If you are one of the vast majority of people who think they are saving too little
1of their income. The natural conclusion is that you have self-control problems. If,

in addition, you argued to yourself that saving more today would only lead to
spending more tomorrow, and thus there is no point in saving for retirement, at
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¨E-mail address: botond@econ.berkeley.edu(B. Koszegi).

1Bernheim (1994) reports that people ‘admits to’ saving much less for retirement than they should.
We don’t know, though, how prevalent this is among academics.
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least there is a small consolation: you are asophisticated decision-maker with
self-control problems. And self-control problems can extend beyond savings
decisions. A thirty-something Italian, one of us met in Prague, had decided that it
wasn’t worth looking for a job anymore, because even if he got himself to do it
and found one, he would quit shortly thereafter, anyway.

It is exactly these kinds of agents our paper is concerned with: people who have
self-control problems but realize this and behave according to it. A very clean way

2to model such actors is through the introduction of quasi-hyperbolic discounting.
This form of discounting sets up a conflict between the preferences of different
intertemporal selves. With assumptions of no commitment and that the agent takes
into account her self-control problem, savings decisions can then be modeled as an
equilibrium in a sequential game played by the different selves. This modeling
paradigm avoids the common connection made between preference changes and

3cognitive failures, and is therefore closer to standard economic analysis. The
agent in the model understands perfectly the consequences of her actions, and acts
optimally within the constraints imposed by her discount function, which the

4psychological evidence seems to support at least some of the time, and the
absence of easily available commitment.

Laibson (1997a) analyzed actors of the above kind in detail. His key result is
that sophisticated actors with a quasi-hyperbolic discount structure undersave; that
is, all intertemporal selves could be made better off if all of them saved a little bit
more. Since each self consumes too much from earlier selves’ point of view, each
of them would agree to increase savings a little bit in exchange for later selves
doing the same.

We adapt Laibson’s basic setup for the analysis of the effect of endogenous
retirement decisions on savings behavior. The addition is simply that in each of the
models there is a single period (period 0) in which the agent can choose whether
to work or retire. Working costs the agent some utility, but she is compensated for
it with extra wealth. We assume that commitment is not possible: agents cannot
precommit to a decision concerning retirement, nor to any consumption level. The
paper characterizes the savings and retirement outcomes with these preferences as
a function of lifetime income and of the additional earnings if retirement is
delayed.

There are three types of individual outcomes. Saving and early retirement could
be the same as in the situation where work in period 0 were not an option.
Similarly, saving and delayed retirement could be the same as in the situation

2Quasi-hyperbolic instead of psychologically more accurate hyperbolic discounting is used only for
computational tractability.

3For example, Mischel and Staub (1965) find that subjects fail to understand the contingencies
involved in a decision about delay of gratification. See Ainslie and Haslam (1992) for further
references.

4For example, Ainslie (1992).
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where retirement in period 0 were not an option. Interestingly, the former early
retirement outcome can be the equilibrium when the late retirement outcome
would be the equilibrium if the prior self could commit the later self to work. We
refer to the higher level of savings to accommodate such retirement as ‘resigned
oversaving.’ A third and distinctive possibility is that savings could be just low
enough to ‘force’ work, which we refer to as ‘strategic undersaving.’ This outcome
does not match either of the outcomes where there is not a choice about retirement.
It is not surprising that the removal of choice can change both the retirement age
and savings, as is also true with time consistent preferences. What is different is
that the savings to ‘force work’ can be lower than they would be if retirement were
not an option, even though the retirement outcome is the same with and without a
choice. With time-consistent preferences, removing an option that is not chosen
cannot change behavior.

While the paper contrasts outcomes with and without a choice about work
without explicitly modeling a change in the underlying economic environment, the
results can be interpreted as relating to policy changes. The simplest interpretation
is the introduction of mandatory retirement, thereby replacing a choice whether to
retire or not by definite retirement. With time consistent preferences, a worker
retiring before the new mandatory retirement age would not change behavior
because of the introduction of mandatory retirement. The same is true with the
quasi-hyperbolic discounting that we model.

The alternative of the disappearance of the opportunity to retire is more
complicated to envision and more interesting. Consider a worker who could retire
at the earliest age of eligibility for (illiquid) social security benefits, but chooses to
work for one more period. Assume she is doing some saving in every period and
so satisfies the first order conditions we analyze. If the earliest retirement age were
increased, (with benefits unchanged at the later retirement age) a time consistent
worker would not change behavior. However, a quasi-hyperbolic worker might
respond by saving more while still retiring at the same age. In this case, greater
savings did not happen when there was a choice because with greater savings, the
later self would have chosen early retirement, while the earlier self preferred later
retirement. Note that all the selves prefer the changed outcome when the early
retirement option is removed. We defer a systematic analysis of the effects of
social security to a later paper that recognizes liquidity issues.

The paper also considers a setting where the earlier self can commit the later
self to a given retirement age, although no commitment is possible on future
savings. In part, this is simply a way to pick out the interesting examples of
removing options. In part it can be interpreted in terms of a choice between two
different employers with different defined benefit plans. Consider a worker
choosing between two firms. As a function of the length of career each firm offers
a lifetime compensation level. A time-consistent worker would plan savings and
retirement based on the maximal level of lifetime income for each retirement age
(the outer envelope). However, a quasi-hyperbolic worker would also pay attention
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to the incentives to work inherent in the lifetime earnings profile. Choosing
between the firms might be equivalent to a commitment device on work if the
firms differ in the payoff to the last period of work while not differing in lifetime
compensation for the planned length of career. If one offers little, while the other
offers such a large amount that work will be worthwhile at the optimal retirement
age with optimal savings, a commitment to a firm is effectively a commitment on
retirement age.

We start with the simplest model that is relevant in (quasi-)hyperbolic
discounting: a three-period model in which the middle period is the retirement
decision period, period 0. The crucial intuition is that part of the payoff from self
0’s working accrues to self 1 through higher savings. But in a quasi-hyperbolic
framework, self 0 cares less about self 1 relative to self 0 than self2 1 does. So
there will be circumstances where self2 1 would want self 0 to work (for the
benefit of self 1), but self 0 does not want to work. In order to avoid this outcome,
self 21 might save less (than she would if she could commit self 0 to work) to
‘force’ self 0 to work. On the other hand, if self2 1 would like self 0 to work, but
it is too expensive to achieve that without commitment, she will save more (than if
she could commit self 0 to work) to help finance self 0’s unavoidable retirement.
Note the qualitative distinction between a change in self2 1’s saving (compared
to a setting with commitment) to induce a retirement decision and to accommodate
one. Here, we can get lower saving to block the ‘threat’ of retirement and higher
saving to accommodate it.

Things get much more complicated when we allow for more periods before
retirement. In a four-period model we show a possible conflict that a later self
plans to retire toolate, not too early, from earlier self’s point of view. This is
because with quasi-hyperbolic discounting successive selves agree in what the
later selves should do, but they don’t agree on how much it is worth to induce
them to do it. And the earlier pre-retirement self will always prefer for the later
pre-retirement self to save more than the later wants to save. Thus we can get
higher saving to ‘encourage’ early retirement.

The paper also considers how a retirement decision affects the ability to
5observationally distinguish quasi-hyperbolic and exponential discounting. The

most radical difference from the predictions of consistent preference models
emerges when we consider the effect of an increase in wage level in the
endogenous retirement period. In a situation of strategic undersaving, the need for
lower savings to induce work is relaxed through higher earnings, so the agent will
save more, giving a negative marginal propensity to consume out of changes in
future earnings.

´Also, we briefly discuss the potential outcomes under the assumption of naivete,
that each self falsely assumes that the others will comply with her plans. Since

5As Laibson (1997a) has noted, in the savings game the path of consumption can’t be used to
distinguish the two, only some comparative statics observations can.
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there is no game in this case, the analysis is considerably simpler. One interesting
´implication of naivete is the possibility that the selves before the deciding self plan

to retire late, but the deciding self chooses to retire early, leading to an update in
lifetime wealth and thus a drop in the consumption path at retirement.

2 . The quasi-hyperbolic discounting setup

We adapt the structure recently used by Laibson for analyzing quasi-hyperbolic
discounting issues. For a more detailed introduction, see Laibson (1997a), for
example. The consumer’s instantaneous utility function is of the constant relative
risk aversion (CRRA) class, that is:

12rc
]]u(c)5 if r ±1 and u(c)5 ln(c) if r 5 1 (1)12r

r being the risk aversion parameter. A nice property of CRRA utility functions is
the fact that for intertemporal maximizations of the form:

maxu(c )1ku(c )1 2c ,c1 2

(2)1
]s.t.c 1 c 5W1 2R

with k a positive discount factor, the solution will always bec 5l(R, k) W for1

some 0,l(R, k), 1. Also, then, some easy manipulation shows that lifetime
discounted utility can be written asK(R, k) u(W ) (or K(R, k)1 u(W ) for u(c)5
ln(c)) for a positive functionK(R, k). This allows us to collapse periods where we
have already solved the problem and gotten linear answers into a single period, a
shortcut extremely convenient for backward induction arguments. We will use this
property a number of times in the paper.

In a T-horizon game, selft’s discounted utility from present and future
consumption is:

T2t
iu(c )1b O d u c (3)s dt t1i

i51

with an expectation at front if there is uncertainty.b andd (both between 0 and 1)
are discount parameters meant to capture the essence of hyperbolic discounting,
namely that the discount factor between adjacent periods close by is smaller than
between similar periods further away. Indeed, the discount factor between periods
t and t 1 1 is bd, and between any two adjacent periods later it isd.

Of course, the discount structure just described applies only to selft; for
example, selft 1 1’s discount factor betweent 11 and t 1 2 is bd. Therefore,
there is a conflict between different selves about how much to consume (or
whether to retire) in a given period, or, more formally, preferences are inter-
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temporally inconsistent. We assume that commitment is not possible (so that each
6self controls her period’s consumption, subject to a financial or wealth constraint,

and possibly a decision concerning retirement), and model the behavioral decisions
7as a subgame-perfect equilibrium of the game played by the different selves.

Finally, R is the constant and exogenous gross return on wealth.

3 . Three-period model

We begin with a three-period model, the shortest possible that actually generates
time inconsistency effects. The periods are labeled21,0,1, and subscripts onc or
W refer to the period in question. In the period21, the agent has to work; in
period 0, she can decide whether to work or retire; and in period 1, she has to be

8retired. The agent incurs an additive constant utility cost of efforte . 0 if she
works in period 0, but she also gets an extraD amount of income if she does.

As usual when looking for subgame-perfect equilibria, we solve backwards. The
decision is easy in period 1: no work is done and all remaining wealth is
consumed. Suppose, then, that the period 0 self inherits a wealth ofW . This will0

be her remaining wealth if she retires, and she will haveW 1D if she works. As0

we have mentioned above, there is al. 0 such that self 0 will always consume a
proportionl of her wealth. Thus her discounted utility is:

u lW 1bdu R(12l)W (4)s d s d0 0

if she doesn’t work, and:

u l W 1D 1bdu R(12l) W 1D 2 e (5)s s dd s ds d0 0

9if she works. Therefore, she will work iff:

u l W 1D 2 u lW 1bdu R(12l) W 1D 2bdu R(12l)W $ es s dd s d s ds d s d0 0 0 0

(6)

6Depending on whether there are liquidity constraints.
7The game theory-based decision rule is basically equivalent to the assumption of sophistication on

´the part of the agent. An alternative assumption is naivete, where each self naively assumes that others
will follow her decisions. We will study naifs briefly in Section 7.

8We use this somewhat odd notation because we will add periods before retirement. To make it
easier to compare results, in each of the models we assume that period 0 is the retirement decision
period.

9We are assuming for now that the agent will work if she is indifferent. In the long-horizon models,
we will more generally assume that an agent indifferent between two actions will choose the one the
earlier selves would prefer. (With quasi-hyperbolic discounting, all earlier selves want the same thing.)
It turns out that this gives the essentially unique subgame-perfect equilibrium—otherwise, the earlier
self’s maximization problem has no solution.
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] ]
Sinceu is concave, there is aW such that self 0 will retire iffW .W .0 0 0

Now let’s look at this situation from the point of view of self21. She will
prefer self 0 to work if:

2 2
bdu l W 1D 2bdu lW 1bd u R(12l) W 1D 2bd u R(12l)Ws s dd s d s ds d s d0 0 0 0

$bde

or

u l W 1D 2 u lW 1du R(12l) W 1D 2du R(12l)W $ e (7)s s dd s d s ds d s d0 0 0 0

Notice that the left-hand side of 7 is greater than the left-hand side of 6;
consequently, there is a range of wealth levels for which self 0 wouldn’t work, but

]
self 21 would like her to. In particular, forW 5W self 0 is indifferent between0 0

working and not working, but self21 strictly prefers her to work. This effect
arises simply because self21 weighs the cost and the benefit of working in period
0 differently: for her, the cost is less salient. We assume that if self 0 is indifferent,
self 0 chooses to work.

Fig. 1 displays the continuation utility for self21 (her utility from periods 0
and 1) as a function ofW , the level of wealth self21 leaves for self 0, for an0

example with logarithmic utility. The curve that starts off as a solid line and
continues as a dotted one (U ) is self 21’s continuation utilityassuming self 0w

works, and the other curve (U ) is her continuation utility assuming self 0 doesn’tr

work. Only the solid part of each curve is available to self21, as she has to take
]

into account self 0’s retirement decision, based on the relative sizes ofW andW .0 0

Nevertheless, the simplest way to understand self21’s maximization problem is
*through the continuation utilitiesU andU . Defines (i being r or w) to be thew r i

wealth received by self 0 in the solution to the maximization problems of self21
that assume that retirement or work is exogenous:

1
]S Dmaxu W 2 s 1U (s) (8)21 is R

* *Note thats , s since work provides extra income in period 0, and some of thatw r

is consumed in period21. If self 21 could commit self 0 to a decision on work
(but not on consumption), she would choose one of these savings levels. We
describe optimal savings levels using these constructs, and compare optimal
savings with endogenous retirement, to those with exogenous retirement and to the
savings that would result if self21 could commit to self 0’s retirement decision.

*We denote the optimal savings level with endogenous retirement bys .
Fig. 2 shows lifetime discounted utilities for self21 as a function ofW0

assuming work and retirement in period 0 for the same example as in Fig. 1.
*Again, the solid part of each curve is available to self21. s maximizes the workw

*curve, s the retirement curve, and, as is clear from the figure, sinceU arer i

* *concave, the best available point is one of the three points,s , s , and the level ofw r] ]
savings that would just induce work,W . In this example, it seems to beW .0 0
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Fig. 1. Utility of self 21 from periods 0 and 1 with and without work in period 0.

We turn now to some comparisons. Assume that there is mandatory retirement
*in period 0. This results in savingss . Assume that mandatory retirement isr

repealed and consider cohorts young enough to make their savings decisions in
period 21. Some workers will continue to plan to retire in period 0 and will

*continue to save at the levels . Other workers will plan to work in period 0 andr ]*will change their savings level to one of the choices,s , or W .w 0

There is an interesting contrast in the reverse comparison. Assume that work
were mandated in period 0 (an odd assumption that will be justified in a moment),

*implying savings ofs . Assume that the mandate is dropped. As a result, somew

workers might change their work plan and their savings plan—retiring in period 0
*and savings . What is different about the quasi-hyperbolic setup is that somer

workers will not change their work plan and will change their savings plan
]*nevertheless—changing froms to W . Note that every self of a worker whow 0

changes savings without changing work would prefer the mandate to work. For a
worker who continues to have late retirement, this scenario, of an end of a
mandate to work, could follow from a decrease in the early entitlement age for
social security (assuming a liquidity constraint blocked early retirement before
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Fig. 2. Lifetime utility of self 21.

benefits). Alternatively, it might result from the repeal of a large implicit subsidy
on work in period 0, as could occur with a change in a defined benefit pension plan
that did not change the level of benefit at the previous equilibrium retirement age.
Thus, with the end of a mandate to retire, savings only change if the work plan
changes. In contrast, with the end of a mandate to work, savings can change even
if the work plan does not change.

Another comparison of interest is between the outcome without commitment
and the one where self21 can make a commitment about work in period 0
(although not about savings in period 0). For example, self21 might be choosing
between two different firms with different defined benefit plans that have such
powerful (and different) incentives that they are equivalent to choosing whether to
work in period 0 or not. If the solution to the commitment problem is to have
retirement in period 0, then that is also the solution to the problem with
no-commitment. If the solution to the no-commitment problem is to have work in

*period 0 and if the level of savings iss , then that is also the solution to thew

problem with commitment. In contrast, if the solution to the no-commitment
]

problem is to have work in period 0 and if the level of savings isW , then, with0
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the ability to commit, there would be continued work, but savings would rise to
*s .w

Recapping, if, with a commitment mechanism, self21 wants self 0 to retire, an
inability to commit to retirement does not matter—removing the commitment
device would change neither work nor savings. However if with a commitment
mechanism, self21 wants self 0 to work, there are three possibilities. Removal of
the commitment device might have no effect on either savings or work, might

]*change savings (froms to W ) while preserving work, or might change bothw 0

* *savings (froms to s ) and from work to retirement.w r

4 . Comparative statics in the three-period model

4 .1. Changing wealth

]*For low values ofW , s ,W , self 0 works in equilibrium and the inability of21 w 0

self 21 to commit self 0 to work has no effect. Then, there is a range of values for
]

W such that optimal savings equalsW in order to just induce work. Over this21 0

range savings are less than they would be if self21 could commit self 0 to work.
We call this kind of equilibrium one of ‘strategic undersaving.’ In the next range

]*of W , self 21 accommodates self 0’s desire not to work, savings .W even21 r 0

though self21 would save less and commit self 0 to work if that were possible.
This equilibrium type is called ‘resigned oversaving.’ For high enough values of
W , self 21 prefers that self 0 retire and there is, again, no effect from the21

inability to commit. This is shown in Fig. 3.
The marginal propensity to consume in period21 out of a small increase in

10W behaves differently in the different regions. In the lowest region, for a small21

increase inW , the fraction of the increase consumed isl , just as in the case21 21

without a retirement decision. For a small increase in wealth in the strategic
]

undersaving region (II), all of it is consumed so that self 0 continues to receiveW .0

For small increases in wealth in the top two regions, again, the fractionl is21

consumed in period21.
When interpreting results in these short-horizon models, we have to be very

careful not to confuse genuine quasi-hyperbolic discounting effects with effects
that arise due to the fact that we have chosen a short horizon. In particular, you

* *might notice that even if optimal savings satisfiess 5 s for an i, we don’t havei

c /c 5 c /c as we do for exponential discounting with CRRA utility functions.21 0 0 1

But this peculiarity occurs only because the marginal propensities to consume
change from period to period, a property that disappears as the horizon after

10By a small increase we mean one that does not move self21 into a different region.
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Fig. 3. Savings of self21 with (dashed line) and without (continuous line) commitment. (Note: the
figure is only qualitative; it is not meant to illustrate actual slopes or relative sizes for the regions.).

11retirement is assumed to go to infinity. In that case, only the equivalent of
]*s 5W will not satisfy the equivalent ofc /c 5 c /c . Strategic undersaving is0 21 0 0 1

the only outcome observationally different from exponential discounting: it is the
only case when self21 uses non-optimal savings (in the sense of the consumption
game) as a tool to change the retirement decision of self 0. And as Laibson has
pointed out in the context without a retirement decision, long-horizon optimal
savings with quasi-hyperbolic discounting is observationally equivalent to ex-
ponential discounting (Laibson, 1997a). Non-optimal savings, finally, is not

11The marginal propensity to consume matters with quasi-hyperbolic discounting simply because the
Euler equation contains it:

u9(c ) ≠c ≠ct t11 t11
]] ]] ]]5Rd b 1 12S Du9 c ≠W ≠Ws dt11 t11 t11

This is proved in (Laibson, 1997a) but also falls out as a special case of our analysis in Appendix D.
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possible with exponential discounting, even in the presence of a retirement
]

decision: in that caseW is defined by the intersection of the curvesU andU , so0 w r

* *s and s both dominate it, and one dominance is strong.w r

Behaviorally, as opposed to just observationally, there is another, more subtle,
difference between quasi-hyperbolic and exponential discounting: resigned over-
saving. It is possible that self21 would prefer to commit self 0 to work and give

*her s , but since that is not possible and she has to undersave too much to makew

* *self 0 work, she choosess . This reason for choosings , though unobservable,isr r

unique to quasi-hyperbolic discounting: it arises from the conflict of self 0’s
decisions and self21’s wishes. However, the reason for higher saving in this case

12* *(clearly s . s ) is very different from the reason for lower saving above: it isw

not intended to change the retirement decision of self 0. Quite the opposite: in
recognition of the fact that it would be ‘too expensive’ to change self 0’s decision,
self 21 will save more to offset the lower wealth level of self 0 due to the early
retirement. In fact, self21 can end up saving more than if the agent were time
consistent, a result qualitatively different from the equilibrium with only a savings
decision.

4 .2. Changing earnings

The comparative statics for savings in period21 with respect toD is illustrated
in Fig. 4. Savings with and without commitment by self21 are shown. For very
low levels ofD (region I) it is not worth working, so the agent just saves from her
other wealth for retirement. These savings don’t depend onD, as period 0 income
is never realized. In region II, self21 would prefer self 0 to work if she could
commit her to do it, but, without it, it is better to retire early, resulting in a
different savings level. The most interesting region is the next one, region III.

]*Here, self21 undersaves to make self 0 work, giving her exactlys 5W . Since0] *W increases withD, s is increasing; furthermore, this is the only region in which0

*s is in general not a linear function ofD. In contrast, with commitment to work, a
higher wage leads to lower savings as consumption in all periods rises with
lifetime earnings. And finally, for high levels ofD, region IV, the equilibrium
involves work, and it is once again equivalent to the commitment solution. Notice
that these regions are in exactly the opposite order as in Fig. 3—higher levels of
wealth and higher levels of earnings have opposite incentive effects for retirement.
Indeed, it is the difference between marginal propensities to save out of earned
(future) income and unearned income that most sharply distinguish the two types
of behavior.

In a certainty setting, we have different cases with the separate possibilities of
strategic undersaving and resigned oversaving. In Appendix A, we briefly examine

12The benchmark for all savings discussions at this point is still the savings level that would arise if
self 21 could control self 0’s retirement decision.
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Fig. 4. Savings of self21 with (dashed line) and without (continuous line) commitment as a function
of self 0’s wage income. (Note: the figure is only qualitative; it is not meant to illustrate actual slopes
or relative sizes for the regions.).

a setting with uncertainty. Adding uncertainty eliminates case analysis and
transforms it into effects analysis, thereby also allowing a delineation of when
higher or lower saving is likely to occur. With enough spread in the probabilities
so that states arise where each of the effects might be present, the first order
condition for savings includes both types of incentives.

In the savings game without a retirement decision, a long horizon tends to make
marginal propensities to consume approximately equal across periods. This helps
both in describing the quasi-hyperbolic equilibrium and in comparing it with the
exponential discounting outcome. As we have mentioned, this is also the case in
our model for consumption after retirement. But this would not affect any of our
results, so we don’t present it in this paper.

Though introducing a long horizon after retirement is of little consequence to
the qualitative results of the impact of retirement choice on pre-retirement savings,
a longer horizon before retirement does set up a novel distinction: how the effects
play themselves out close to versus far from retirement. Unlike in the savings
game, what happens at the end is no longer an empirically unattractive theoretical
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nuisance; the behavior is not a response to nearby deterministic death, but to the
approach of the end of working life—the central focus of this paper. Thus, we will
‘move backwards’ in the next section, and see what happens when the horizon
before retirement is let to grow. Some distinctive new effects arise.

5 . Four-period model

Unfortunately, there is very little we can say about the equilibrium in general
with many periods of work. The bulk of the trouble stems from the fact that when

13later selves have decreasing marginal propensities to consume, the consumption
schedules of a quasi-hyperbolic discounter become extremely complicated very
quickly as we move to earlier periods. All we know is that the agent’s
consumption schedule is piece-wise linear in wealth for eacht, and, furthermore,
the agent’s consumption path is as if she were going through a series of shorter

14Laibson problems. This is quite interesting in itself: the agent periodically acts as
if she is liquidity constrained and/or impatient, even though she has perfect
foresight and faces no constraints. But since we are unable to say much in general
about the equilibrium, we will mostly restrict our attention to a model in which
there are only two periods of exogenously mandated work before the period of
endogenous decision.

For the three-period model, the inability of self21 to commit self 0 to a
retirement decision was reflected in savings. For earlier selves before retirement,
the conflict is not only between the current self (say selft) and the self making the
retirement decision—there are selves in-between with whom selft may also have a
conflict. An important implication of this is that selft might not want to commit to
a retirement decision. Commitment also allows other selves to behave differently,

15which selft might not like. Fortunately, this issue is not too critical if the earliest
self considered is self22.

In the four-period model, the behavior of selves 1, 0, and21 is the same as in
Section 3. Let us now move back to self22 and see what she thinks about the
behavior of self21. (Notationally, we include the PDV of earnings in all periods

13Laibson (1997b) describes such an example in detail, though in the context of liquidity constraints.
Here, since self 2 in Section 3 has a region where her marginal propensity to consume is 1, in that
region she behaves as if ‘liquidity constrained.’ This gives the jumps in consumption earlier on.

14See Appendix B for a formal statement and a proof. We will also take advantage of the fact that a
Markov-perfect equilibrium in pure strategies exists for the game. Noticeably, that proof in the
appendix uses similar methods to those below, but putting it there and just assuming existence for now
makes the paper much easier to follow.

15We could say that we are comparing things to when selft is forced to make a commitment, but if
that is against selft’s will, the interpretation of the results is ambiguous.
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except 0 in the wealth measureW, considering separately only the possible
earningsD in period zero.) We view separately the three cases considered above,

]* *where self21 choosess , s , or W . The latter has the most interesting structure.r w 0

Assume that self21 is indifferent between having self 0 work or not. Then, self
22 strictly prefers that self21 induce self 0 to retire. This result follows from the
fact that self22 views the cost of more saving by self21 as less expensive than
does self21, who finds the drop in consumption to finance early retirement more
salient.

We begin with a lemma that extends the normality result to multiple periods—
lesser wealth can not change the savings plan from one that induces work to one
that induces retirement:

9Lemma 1. Suppose that t # 0 and W .W . Then it is not possible that self t witht t

9wealth W behaves so that self 0 eventually works, and with wealth W shet t

behaves so that self 0 eventually retires.

The formal proof is in Appendix C. It takes advantage of the concavity of
consumption utility to show that savings is monotonically increasing in wealth for
each self before zero. This implies that self 0’s wealth is monotonically related to

]
previous selves’ wealth levels. And we know self 0 retires iffW .W for a given0 0]
W .0

We turn now to the nature of the conflict between self22 and self21. Self22
will never use boundary (knife-edge) savings to get the working alternative, but it
is possible she will use it to ‘force’ retirement. This was discussed above, and is
exactly what the following lemma proves.

]
Lemma 2. Let W (t ,0) be the level of wealth at which self t is indifferentt

between behaviors that eventually lead to self 0 working or retiring. At this
savings level, self t 2 1 strictly prefers self t to choose to eventually make self 0
retire.

Once again, the proof is in Appendix C, but its essence is simple: due to the
different preferences, selft cares relatively more about consumption in periodt
than does selft 21, so when selft is indifferent, selft 2 1 wants her to go for the
low-consumption (high-saving) option. And this is of course the early retirement
option. Self22, then, might save more than with mandated early retirement to just
induce self21 to save so as to result in early retirement.

These lemmas can be used to illustrate self22’s general qualitative savings
behavior relative to wealth, which is done in Fig. 5. For very low levels of wealth,
self 22 prefers late retirement, and this can be achieved with savings that satisfy
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Fig. 5. Savings of self22 (Note: the figure is only qualitative; it is not meant to illustrate actual slopes
or relative sizes for the regions).

the Laibson consumption solution with late retirement and no retirement decision.
*That is, self21 chooses the level ofs appropriate for the level of wealth at ther

start of period21.
In the next two regions (II and III), selves22 and21 undersave to induce self

0 to work in the sense that self21 chooses the level of savings to just induce
]

work (W ). The two regions differ in how selves21 and22 contribute to this0

level of wealth at the start of period 0. By Lemma 1, self22 can split the
undersaving with self21, while still inducing eventual late retirement. For
relatively low wealth levels where there has to be undersaving done to induce self
0 to work (region II), all the undersaving will be done by self22. In this region,
self 21’s marginal propensity to consume is 1, so self22 prefers to consume all
extra wealth as long asu9(c ).bdu9(c ), and her savings function is flat as a22 21

function of wealth. As self22 gets richer, she will want to split the extra
consumption with self21 even though self21 has a marginal propensity to
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consume of 1. In this region (III), we haveu9(c )5bdu9(c ), and the savings22 21
16function is positively sloped, although with a lower slope than in region I.

Region IV is the content of Lemma 2-self22 chooses early retirement, but in
order for her to do that, she needs to save enough to ensure that self21 ends up
making self 0 retire. This is more savings than would be done if work were not an
option. Again, in this region self22 consumes all extra marginal wealth, until she
is rich enough so that eventual early retirement results without oversaving. And in
region V, self 22 consumes according to the Laibson solution, with early
retirement and no choice.

This picture illustrates the result, that holds with more periods, thatW witht

t # 22 such that selft wants self 0 to retire, selft 21 wants her to retire as well.
The converse of this is not true, that is, if selft chooses to save so that self 0
works, self t 2 1 might not like that. Translating our intuition from the work
equilibrium, we might be led to think that—due to the elimination of this
conflict—if retirement were mandated, savings levels would be lower. Such a
conclusion is true in the present setup, but not if we go back one more period.

]
Imagine that with the mandate,W is slightly aboveW , the cutoff wealth level21 21

for self 21, and that self22 is willing to bequeath higher savings to make self
21 choose early retirement. That is, even for some wealth levels below 1/(R12
] ]*l )W , self 22 will choose to saveW . Since self22 overconsumes from the21 21

point of view of self23, self 23 might choose to lower her savings to self22
]

once the mandate is removed. Then self21 will end up with W —lower than21

with the mandate. The key intuition is that self23 takes advantage of self22’s
17efforts to control self21’s decision for her own purposes.

This highlights a key distinction between the early and late retirement outcomes.

16There are some things that can be said in greater generality. Assume that each selft , 0 already
prefers early retirement for a low enough wealth level so that there are no jumps in selft’s consumption
function on the late retirement section. (We expect the statements that follow to be true even without
this assumption, but haven’t been able to prove it.) Then it is easy to prove by backward induction and
taking advantage of the above lemma that two things are possible. Either selft’s marginal propensity to

]t* *consume isl up to 1/((12l )R) W , and (if she still prefers late retirement for higher wealth levels)0

then her marginal propensity to consume is 1 on some non-empty interval. Or selft’s marginal
*propensity to consume isl up to some lower wealth level, above which she prefers early retirement.

This immediately implies two things. First, if mandated work is acceptable to all selves (in the sense
that they prefer late retirement at their mandate wealth level), then the outcome of a mandate is an
equilibrium even with choice. Second, if this is not the case (the mandate is not acceptable to all
selves), then savings for retirement in a work equilibrium without a mandate is lower. Also, if all selves
prefer lower saving for at least some wealth levels, then small enough amounts of lower saving will all
be done by the first self alive.

17The same counterexample works to show that the other statement from the late retirement case
does not carry over, either: it is not true that if mandated retirement is acceptable to all selves, then the
outcome of the mandate is an equilibrium.
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When there is higher saving to be done to induce retirement, the earlier selves are
by no means as eager to join in as when the task is lower saving. They are actually
very happy to let later selves save more, as those selves consume too much from
their point of view anyway. They will thus want to have them oversave a lot, often
resulting in putting the self at her cutoff wealth level. (In more precise language: a
self t who is leaving boundary saving but over her own cutoff wealth level usually
has a marginal propensity to consume of 1, thus making the marginal rate of
substitution for selft 2 1 low.) As a consequence, small amounts of lower savings
are ‘handled’ by the early selves, while higher saving is pushed on (in an
exaggerated manner, in fact) to later ones.

Partly for this reason, it is important to focus on the lower saving outcome if we
care about the well-being of the individual as a whole, that is, the set of her
intertemporal incarnations. For such an analysis we can use similar tools as in
welfare economics. If the outcome is ‘forced’ work, then mandating work in
period 0 is a Pareto improvement. The Laibson consumption path with mandated
work is already too high, and there is additional consumption done in the periods
before retirement if there is not a mandate, making the equilibrium outcome
without a mandate Pareto-inferior to a mandate: self22 would benefit from a
better consumption path, selves 0 and up from more savings, and self21
(possibly) from both. In this strong sense, the equilibrium outcome is suboptimal,
and can correctly be termed an undersaving outcome. Similarly unambiguous
things cannot be said when the equilibrium has retirement in period 0. Higher
saving by a self is in general good for both earlier and later selves but bad for that
self. So, on the one hand, commitment might not be desirable, and on the other, its
welfare implications are mixed.

In all these proofs we havevery strongly used the particular structure of
18quasi-hyperbolic discounting. A troublesome occurrence of this was when we

proved that in periodst # 2 2 lower saving is not possible in the boundary
savings level sense (Lemma 2): the proof depended on the fact that selvest and
t 2 1 have two different weightings of the same utility tradeoff (c vs. K ). Sincet t

Laibson introduced quasi-hyperbolic discounting as an approximation to hy-
perbolic discounting purely for analytical convenience, such results should be
handled with some suspicion. In a true hyperbolic discount structure, from the
point of view of self 22, self 21 not only underweights effort in period 0
compared to consumption in period21, but she also overweights it compared to
consumption after retirement. This results in self22 choosing to undersave more
often than in a quasi-hyperbolic model, where the second conflict is nonexistent.
For a formal treatment, see Appendix D.

18Even the appendix’s proof of the existence of equilibria uses at a crucial point that with
quasi-hyperbolic discounting all earlier selves would want a later self to do the same thing.
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6 . Notes on observational equivalence

One of the important caveats of quasi-hyperbolic discounting is that it is very
hard to tell it apart from exponential discounting. Laibson (1997a) noted that an
econometrician watching a quasi-hyperbolic discounter, but operating under the
assumption of exponential discounting, will get a very good fit for her theory, as
consumption paths of the two types of agents look the same. At the same time, she
will radically misconstrue the agent’s preferences, finding a one-period discount
factor of 0.98 instead of 0.6 in a typical example. Only comparative statics
involving the interest rate can be used to distinguish actors with self-control
problems from the others.

Our models lend themselves to a number of convenient approaches to
distinguishing exponential and quasi-hyperbolic discounters observationally. Both
the consumption path and some comparative statics results can give a quasi-
hyperbolic discounter away.

First, a consumption path that is smooth after retirement and not smooth leading
up to it is a sign of quasi-hyperbolic discounting. This is of course due to the
changing marginal propensities to consume in the periods preceding retirement.
More interestingly, if equilibrium involves work in the period of decision, a lower
average consumption rate after retirement than before is consistent with quasi-

19hyperbolic but not with exponential discounting.
Interesting comparisons of a comparative statics nature also emerge. Consider a

strategic undersaving equilibrium in the three-period model. If earnings in period 0
(D) increase, the period21 self will savemore: the extra earnings gives self 0
more incentive to work, lowering the amount of undersaving needed to induce
work. Thus, self21’s marginal propensity to consume out of changes in future
earnings is negative. This could never happen with an exponential discounter.

Similarly, if the option to retire in period 0 is eliminated in some way, and self
21 would have undersaved before, she will save more. This is again impossible
with exponential discounting: there the elimination of a non-chosen alternative
doesn’t change the optimum. Also, agents who work in period 0 in equilibrium but
don’t undersave, will not change their behavior. To check this effect it is, however,
necessary to identify those who would have worked had the option been available.

Finally, notice that in the long-horizon equilibrium there is a range of wealth
levels where richer people save disproportionately more of their wealth for
retirement: as one switches from lower savings and work to retirement, the total

19It is tempting at first to try to use this as an explanation for the drop in consumption at retirement.
There a number of problems, though: first, the drop in consumption occurs at periodt 5 0 the latest,
that is,before retirement. Also, the drop is much too general of a finding for this theory: it happens to
almost all groups of people, irrespective of wealth or when they retire (Bernheim et al., 2001).
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]
wealth that self 0 gets switches fromW to something that is greater than0] *W 1l D, a change that is not warranted by the difference in lifetime wealth.0

Thus, controlling for income, on average the richer people (who retire early) have
higher savings rates. While this can be explained by exponential discounting with
individual heterogeneity in time preference, it could be explored with an
independent measure of time preference.

7 . Partially naive agents

As economists, we often assume too much rational capability on the part of
humans. Our assumption of full sophistication of the agents is not immune from
this criticism. Thus, the literature also considers the opposite extreme assumption

´ ´of naivete. (For a contrast of sophistication and naivete in the context of
quasi-hyperbolic discounting, see O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999)). An agent is
called fully naive if each of her intertemporal selves assumes that future selves
will make the same consumption and retirement decisions as she would. There is
no game in this case, and the ‘plans’ (current decisions and expectations about
future decisions) are simply updated each period.

First, let us assume that the agent is naive only about the retirement decision,
not consumption. That is, she still plays a Laibson game with respect to
consumption, but each selft , 0 assumes that self 0 (and others) will make the
same retirement decision as she would. This assumption is mostly for analytical
convenience, so that the discussion fits more naturally into what we have been
doing. But it might also be interesting empirically, because retirement is (mostly) a
one-time decision, so people should have less of a chance of learning about their

20intertemporal conflicts in this area than regarding consumption. The assumption
implies that self2 n , 21 expects to work in period 0 iff:

1 n]V W 1 D 2bd e $V(W ) (9)S DnR

whereV(W ) is lifetime utility from consumption when starting with wealthW.
We have the following result:

Theorem 1. Suppose the horizon after retirement is long. If self 2 n , 21 plans
to work in period 0, so does self 2 n 11.

This theorem is the consequence of two considerations, one specific to quasi-
hyperbolic discounting and one not. First, the Euler equation for consumption

20Note that with this assumption consumption decisions in each period are the same as in the
commitment case.
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implies that the marginal utility of wealth today is less thanRd times the marginal
utility tomorrow, so an extra amount of income that isR times as much in the
future as today should be worth more than 1/d times in the future as today. And
since in the future the cost will be perceived to be 1/d times as much, the future
self is more likely to want to work. Second, the future self is additionally
motivated to want to work as the current self consumes part of the planned income
in period 0. The latter argument does not rely on quasi-hyperbolic discounting,

21while the former one does. The proof of Theorem 1 takes advantage of both in a
tricky way. It could be simplified, but the given form allows for two generaliza-
tions.

It is easy to show that ifn is sufficiently large, then self 0 will actually work.
Also, though the problem seems different on the surface, the theorem is exactly the
same if the agent is also naive about consumption decisions.

The converse of Theorem 1 is not true—if self2 n , 2 1 wants to retire early,
self 2 n 11 might change her mind.

It is, however, true that if self21 wants to retire in period 0, self 0 will actually
do so. To see this, note that if self 0 were to work, that would be better for self21
as well, and with optimal consumption it would be better still. Again, the converse
of this is not true: it could happen that self21 plans to work in period 0, but self 0
decides to retire. In this case, lifetime wealth is updated downwards (self21
believes that period 0 earnings are a part of wealth), so there is a downward jump
in the consumption path. In contrast to the sophisticated case, this occursexactly at
retirement, as actually observed empirically (Bernheim et al., 2001).

8 . Conclusion

This paper makes an addition to the classic quasi-hyperbolic discounting savings
model. Its technical contributions are minor—most of the analysis is possible with
little more than the tools developed by David Laibson. However, the interaction of
two decisions, with the one (savings) available as a tool to influence the other
(retirement), changes the classic model in a few interesting ways.

One is the possibility of additional undersaving with the eventual consequence
of making the self with a choice poor enough so that she will want to work. This
strategic undersaving occursin addition to the undersaving that characterizes the
equilibrium without a retirement decision. It therefore aggravates an already
inefficient outcome, and is likely to be bad for all selves.

The other, and perhaps more novel, effect is the possibility of higher saving than

21Without the assumption that the horizon after retirement is long, the statement of the theorem may
not be true. As the agent approaches the last period, there is less reason to work, since there are fewer
periods in which to consume. This effect acts opposite to those discussed above. However, it is unlikely
to be important in reality.
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when commitment is possible. Higher saving can occur for two reasons: either
because it is too costly in terms of discounted utility to make the deciding self
work, and thus one would rather finance her retirement, or because selft # 2 1 is
too eager to work long and it is worth saving more to make her choose early
retirement. Unlike undersaving, it is not in general bad for the individual—it can
mitigate the overconsumption equilibrium of the classic model. In fact, higher
saving seems never to be Pareto-worsening: the later selves, at least, should be
happy about getting more savings.

We also noted some effects of mandates that are not present with exponential
discounting. It might be possible to find ‘natural experiments’ changing work and
retirement opportunities.

The theoretical model would benefit from two major extensions. One is the
introduction of more periods when the agent can choose whether to work. We have
solved a model of this sort without savings: in each period, the agent can decide
whether or not to retire (the retirement decision being final,) and consumption just
equals income or benefits. To make it an interesting problem, one has to assume,
for example, a benefit profile that increases with the age of retirement. In
equilibrium, the agent retires too early: the retirement date is Pareto-dominated by
a later retirement date. No such results emerge in our models with savings, but

22they might if there are more periods of retirement decisions.
Another useful extension would be the investigation of liquidity constraints in

this context. They are clearly important in practice, and they change the nature of
equilibria with quasi-hyperbolic discounting considerably. They would play an
important role in the analysis of social security since the payment of benefits as an
annuity can have independent effects from the mandate to save.

A perplexing aspect of quasi-hyperbolic discounting models is a question that is
very hard to answer: why don’t people take advantage of annuity-type commit-
ment devices to overcome their undersaving problem? These financial tools are
readily available but rarely used. Some modestly satisfactory reasons can be
brought up. First, if there is a bequest motive, then, just like in many exponential
discounting models, annuities look less attractive than without a bequest motive.
Second, the annuities market is quite complicated, and there are good reasons for
boundedly rational people not to enter markets they know little about. The latter
seems to indicate that as people learn about annuities they may come into broader
use. Even if that happens, the commitment is unlikely to be full, leaving at least
some room for quasi-hyperbolic discounting effects. In the absence of annuities,
there is of course a wide-spread institutional structure that serves as a commitment
device for agents happy or unhappy about it: social security. We plan to study the

22The Pareto-improving retirement date is at least two periods later than the equilibrium date t:
otherwise selft wouldn’t want to retire. Then it is not a major surprise that our models don’t generate
too early retirement.
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implications of the joint mandates of savings and receipt of social security benefits
as a real annuity in a later paper.
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A  ppendix A. Uncertainty

We could introduce uncertainty in period 0 labor income (D), and in period 0
cost of effort (e). The two give similar results, and the latter is somewhat nicer to
present, so we present only that one. Assume therefore that self21 doesn’t know
e, but knows its continuous density functionf (and the cumulative distribution
function F ). This standard assumption is made plausible by the possibility that the
agent does not know how healthy or how thrilled she will be to work in the future.
We assume that the support off is wide enough to encompass all of the regions
above.

We start again from self 0’s problem, who has inherited a wealthW . Define0
]e(W ) as the level of effort cost at which self 0 is indifferent to work:0

]u l W 1D 1bdu R(12l) W 1D 2e W 5 u lW 1bdu R(12l)Ws s dd s d s d s ds d s d0 0 0 0 0

(A.1)

] ]Self 0 will work if e #e(W ). Therefore self 0 will work with probabilityF(e(W ))0 0
]and retire with probability 12F(e(W )). For simplicity, letK be the constant such0

2that bdu(lW )1bd u(R(12l) W )5Ku(W ). As we have mentioned, such a
23constant always exists for CRRA utility functions. Now the maximand for self

21 is:

1 ] ]]S Du W 2 W 1K F e W u W 1D 1 12F e W u Wf s s dd s d s s s ddd s dg21 0 0 0 0 0R
]e(W )0

2bd E ef(e) de (A.2)
0

The first-order condition is:

23 2When the utility function is logarithmic, the correct expression isbdu(lW )1bd u(R(12l) W )5
K 1 u(W ). The analysis is the same in this case.
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1 1 ] ]] ]S Du9 W 2 W 5K F eW u9 W 1D 1 12F e W u9 Wf s dd s d s s s ddd s d21 0 0 0 0 0R R
] ] ] ] ] ] ]1f e W e9 W u W 1D 2f e W e9 W u W 2bde W f e W e9 Ws s dd s d s d s s dd s d s d s d s s dd s dg0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

which is equivalent to:

1 1 ] ]] ]S Du9 W 2 W 5K F e W u9 W 1D 1 12F e W u9 Wf s s dd s d s s s ddd s dg21 0 0 0 0 0R R
] ] ]1 f e W e9 W Ku W 1D 2bde W 2Ku W (A.3)s s dd s df s d s d s dg0 0 0 0 0

A similar first-order condition would arise if self21 could commit self 0 to a
24 ]state-contingent retirement decision, except thate(W ) should be replaced by0

˜ ˜e(W ), wheree(W ) is defined by0 0

2 ˜bdu l W 1D 1bd u R(12l) W 1D 2bde W 5bdu lWs s dd s d s d s ds d0 0 0 0

2
1bd u R(12l) W (A.4)s d0

(This just defines the cutoff cost level under which self21 would want self 0 to
˜work.) Then, by definition,Ku(W 1D)2bde(W )2Ku(W )5 0, so the first-order0 0 0

condition is:

1 1
˜ ˜] ]S Du9 W 2 W 5K F e W u9 W 1D 1 12F e W u9 Wf s s dd s d s s s ddd s dg21 0 0 0 0 0R R

(A.5)

Neither of these two first-order conditions is well-behaved, and we have not found
simple conditions onf that would make them well-behaved. Iff and f 9 are ‘small
enough’ (though it is hard to give meaning to this phrase), the problem is

25well-behaved. For example, a uniform distribution with a large enough support
will do. This is certainly a sufficient condition, albeit not necessary.

Having said that, we assume that unique solutions to the FOCs exist, in which

24A commitment device conditional on the realizede is not very realistic, but as a comparison it is
useful for highlighting the tradeoffs self21 faces. If self21 could only commit to a specific decision
(one not conditional one), she would never commit to retirement, and to work only if that is not too
costly on the high-e end.

25What we would like is for the right-hand sides of Eqs. (A.3) and (A.5) to be decreasing inW .0

Then we would have unique solutions to the first-order conditions, which would be global maxima.
Notice that the derivative of the right-hand side of (A.3) is of the form:

] ] ]K F(e(W )) u0(W 1D)1 (12F(e(W ))) u0(W ) 1 f(e(W ))[Z]f g0 0 0 0 0
(A.7)2] ] ]91 f 9(e(W )) e (W ) Ku(W 1D)2bde(W )2Ku(W )f g0 0 0 0 0

]where the expressionZ multiplied by f(e(W ) is complex and not worth writing down for our purposes.0
]The derivative of the right-hand side of Eq. (A.5) is very similar, the difference being thate(W ) is0

]˜replaced bye(W ) and there is no term multiplied byf 9 (The term multiplied by f(e(W ) is also0 0

simpler).
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case they define the maximum. We are interested in the difference of the
26right-hand-sides of the first-order conditions (A.3) and (A.5):

higher saving
!%%%%%%%%%%$#%%%%%%%%%%"

]˜K[F(e(W ))2F(e(W ))][u9(W )2 u9(W 1D)]0 0 0 0 (A.6)] ] ]1 f(e(W )) e9(W )[Ku(W 1D)2bde(W )2Ku(W )]0 0 0 0 0
#%%%%%%%"!%%%%%%%$

lower saving

]˜Notice that sincee(W ).e(W ) for any W , the overbraced product is positive, so0 0 0
]it indeed encourages higher saving. On the other hand, we know that fore(W ),0

self 0 is indifferent between working and not working, and also that in that case
self 21 would prefer her to work. Thus the underbraced term is positive. But
]e9(W ) is negative, so the given effect in fact tends to lower savings.0

The intuition behind these two effects is straight-forward enough. First, since
there is a chance that self 0 will retire when self21 prefers that she work, she’ll
need more money than if she worked. Thus, self21 saves more. Second, since
saving less induces work in some additional states, self21 has an incentive to
save less.

It should be clear that these are just translations of the cases analyzed in the
certainty model into the uncertainty setting. This setup, in addition, also allows for
convenient analysis of when higher or lower saving is likely to occur. For

c c]example, if f(e(W )) (where W is optimal savings with commitment) is high0 0
c c]˜compared toF(e(W ))2F(e(W )), we will get lower saving. That is, if self210 0

feels that she can exert a lot of influence on self 0’s decision through savings, she
c c] ˜will save less. On the other hand, iff(e(W )) is close to zero, whileF(e(W ))20 0

c]F(e(W )) is fairly large, there will be higher saving. In simpler terms, if self210

can’t exert much influence on self 0, she will just accept that self 0 might retire too
27early, and give the now poorer self more savings.

A ppendix B. Existence and uniqueness of equilibria

In this section, we outline a proof of the existence of equilibrium for the
long-horizon game. It just requires pulling together much of what we have already
shown.

26If the difference is positive at the optimal savings with commitment, then the optimal savings
without commitment is higher. This is trivial if the problem is well-behaved in the above sense. But the
assumption that the first-order condition has a unique solution, together with the observation that for
low W the right-hand side of Eq. (A.3) is greater than the left-hand-side, and vice versa ifW is close0 0

to RW , is also sufficient. Similarly, the opposite is the case if the difference is negative.21
27Notice that making the size assumptions onf and f 9 does not make the comparison of the two

effects an irrelevant exercise. Thoughf andf 9 are small (compared to 1), there is no restriction on their
c c c] ]˜relative size, sof(e(W )) and F(e(W ))2F(e(W )) might compare in any number of ways.0 0 0
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For the game after retirement, the existence and uniqueness of the subgame-
perfect equilibrium has been established by David Laibson. For earlier periods, we
prove the following general theorem:

Lemma 3. A Markov-perfect subgame-perfect equilibrium exists with the follow-
ing properties. For t #0, the domain (0, `) of the consumption rule c (W ) can bet t

divided into finitely many disjoint intervals such that in the interior of each
interval,

1. the eventual period 0 work /retirement decision is the same,
2. the equilibrium consumption schedules c (W ) for s . t are all differentiable ins t

W , andt

3. self t has a constant marginal propensity to consume;
4. further, at an interval endpoint a, self t is indifferent between following the

limit of the two neighboring intervals’ consumption rules, and utility is
continuous in wealth at a.

Proof. Starting from t 5 0, use the following backward induction type of
construction for finding the equilibrium: given the next self’s strategy, maximize
utility for self t. If for some wealth selft is indifferent between a number of
consumption levels, assign to her the strategy that the earlier self would prefer.

Of course, we have to prove that this construction works and yields an
equilibrium with the above properties. We do this by backward induction.

The case is clear fort 50. Now suppose the statement is true fort 5m 1 1. We
will prove it for t 5m.

SupposeW is given. For selfm 1 1, let the intervals in question be divided them

by points 0, a , ? ? ? , a . For anye . 0, self m’s maximization problem has1 M

a solution if her savings level is restricted to lie in the interval [a 1e, a 2e ].i i11

Since there are only finitely many intervals, a maximum on the union of these
intervals and the pointsha j also exists. It is easy to see that ase approaches zero,i

eventually the maximum doesn’t change. For otherwise there would be a pointai

such that asW approachesa from one of the sides, selfm’s utility is greaterm11 i

than at savings levela , which contradicts that when indifferent, selfm 1 1i
28chooses the consumption level selfm prefers.

This shows that for each wealth levelW , self m’s problem has a solution. Nowm

28More precisely, there is a sequenceW approachinga from one side such that discountedm11,n i

utility for self m is increasing on that sequence, and the limit of the discounted utilities is more than
discounted utility ata . But if at wealth levela self m 11 consumes limc (W ), by point 4 thei i m11 m11,n

discounted utility of selfm should be the limit of the discounted utilities when leaving savingsW .m11,n

But this is impossible by construction as we have assumed that when indifferent, selfm 1 1 does what
self m prefers.
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define 05 b , b , ? ? ? , b ,` such that for eachi 50, . . . ,N 2 1, if W [0 1 N m
29(b , b ), thenW [ (a , a ), and ifW [ (b , b ), thenW 5 a .2i 2i11 m11 i i11 m 2i11 2i12 m11 i11

By definition, point 1 is satisfied for each (b , b ). It is also clear that for anyj j11

(b ,b ), points 2 and 3 are satisfied as well. Therefore let us concentrate on2i11 2i12

the caseW [ (b ,b ). Since all future consumption schedules are differentiablem 2i 2i11

at W (W ), the discounted utility of selfm as a function ofc is differentiable atm11 m m

c (W ). Now c (W ) maximizes this utility, so the derivative at that point is zero.m m m m

Taking the derivative for selvesm and m 1 1, as in Laibson (1997a), and
substituting leads to the Euler equation:

u9(c )m
]]]5Rd bl 1 12l (B.1)s dm11 m11u9(c )m11

where l is self m 1 1’s marginal propensity to consume. Then selfm’sm11

marginal propensity to consumel on (b ,b ) is constant and is given by them 2i11 2i12

equation:

l Rlm m11
]] ]]]]]]]]5 (B.2)

1 /r12l Rd bl 1 12lm f s dgm11 m11

(This is just Laibson’s recursion for thels).
Also, clearly, utility is continuous in wealth at each interval endpoint, otherwise

the agent would ‘jump’ to the other interval at a different place. Finally, we need
to show the agent is indifferent between the limits of the two neighboring
consumption rules. Suppose by contradiction that, say, consuming limc (W ),W oa t tt

doesn’t yield the limit of the utilities. This could only be because one of the future
selves jumped at an interval endpoint. Then selfm’s utility actually increased,
because when indifferent future selves do what selfm wants them to (with
quasi-hyperbolic discounting, all previous selves want the same thing). But in this
case neara self m’s choice of consumption wasn’t optimal, a contradiction. h

Since sequential equilibria in finite extensive-form games with perfect information
are generically unique (see for example Myerson (1991)), the above equilibrium is
essentially unique.

A ppendix C. Proofs of some claims

To prove Lemma 1, we need the following preliminary result.

Lemma 4. For t # 21, savings is monotonically increasing in wealth.

29Of course, some of the intervals (b , b ) may be empty.j j11
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9Proof. Suppose by contradiction thatW .W but that the corresponding savingst t

9 9levels satisfyW ,W . Let the consumption levels bec andc and denote thet11 t11 t t

9continuation utilities from leaving wealth levelsW and W by K and K9,t11 t11

9 999 9respectively. Furthermore, definec 5W 2 (1 /R) W , c 5W 2 (1 /R) W .t t t11 t t t11

Then:

99u(c )1K9# u(c )1K (C.1)t t

999 9u(c )1K # u(c )1K9 (C.2)t t

We can add these and eliminateK and K9 to get:

99 999 9u(c )1 u(c )# u(c )1 u(c ) (C.3)t t t t

99 999 9 9 99 999But notice thatc . c , c . c and c 1 c 5 c 1 c . Sinceu is concave, thet t t t t t t t

inequality (C.3) is impossible. This completes the proof. h

9Lemma 1. Suppose that t # 0 and W .W . Then it is not possible that self t witht t

9wealth W behaves so that self 0 eventually works, and with wealth W shet t

behaves so that self 0 eventually retires.

Proof. We prove by backward induction. The statement is clearly true fort 50.

Suppose the statement is true fort 5m 1 1. We will prove by contradiction that it
9is true for t 5m. Suppose it isn’t. Then there are wealth levelsW andW suchm m

9 9that W .W and with wealthW self 0 eventually works, and with wealthWm m m m

self 0 eventually retires. Since our statement is true fort 5m 1 1, we then need to
9haveW ,W . But this is impossible by Lemma 4. hm11 m11

]
Lemma 2. Let W (t ,0) be the level of wealth at which self t is indifferentt

30between behaviors that eventually lead to self 0 working or retiring. At this
savings level, self t 2 1 strictly prefers self t to choose to eventually make self 0
retire.

Proof. We again prove by backward induction, although, as the reader will see, the
w w r rneed for that is little more than technical. Letc , K and c , K be thet t t t]

consumption levels and continuation utilities for selft with wealth levelW in thet

working and retirement cases, respectively.

]30Though this fact is not necessary here, it should be said thatW exists and is unique. That it existst

can be seen from the consideration that both the set of savings levels where eventual early retirement is
(weakly) preferred and where eventual late retirement is preferred are closed. This can be proven easily
using backward induction. That it is unique follows from a variant of Lemma 1 (the proof of which
didn’t use strict preferences) along with backward induction.
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w rSuppose first thatt 5 2 1. We havec . c , since otherwise self21 would21 21]
have to leaveW for self 0, which would not make him indifferent between0

working and retiring. Also

r r w wu c 1bdK 5 u c 1bdK (C.4)s d s d21 21 21 21

r 2 rTo see what self22 would want, we have to comparebdu(c )1bd K and21 21
w 2 w

bdu(c )1bd K . This is easy:21 21

r 2 r w 2 w
bdu c 1bd K 2bdu c 2bd Ks d s d21 21 21 21

r w 2 r w
5bd u c 2 u c 1bd K 2Ks s d s dd s d21 21 21 21

r w w r w r
5bd u c 2 u c 1d u c 2 u c 5 d 2bd u c 2 u c . 0s s d s dd s s d s dd s ds s d s dd21 21 21 21 21 21

If the statement is true fort 5m 11, then since selfm 1 1 is not indifferent
] w rbetween selfm 1 2 working and retiring atW , we havec . c . Then them12 m11 m11

same proof as above works. h

Theorem 1. Suppose the horizon after retirement is long. If self 2 n , 21 plans
to work in period 0, so does self 2 n 11.

Proof. With a long horizon, the marginal propensity to consume out of wealth is a
*constant over time,l . For notational simplicity, redefineW to include the present

value of earnings in period 0. If self2 n plans to work, next period’s wealth is
*(12l ) RW. Now:

1
]]* *V((12l ) RW )2V (12l ) RW2 D dF S DGn21R

1
]]* * * *4 V((12l ) RW )2V (12l ) RW2 D d(l b 112l )F S DGn21R

(C.5)

2r 31* * *sinceb ,1. Using thatRd(l b 1 12l )5 1/((12l ) /R) , this equals:

2r1 1 1 1
] ]]] ]]S D * *V((12l ) RW )2V (12l ) RW2 DF S DGn21*R 12l R R

1
]D

n21R
2r1 1 1

] ]]]S D *5 E V 9((12l ) RW2 x) dx (C.6)*R 12l R
0

SinceV is concave, the above is greater than:

31This is an easy consequence of the sophisticates’ first-order condition for consumption levels in
adjacent periods (Laibson, 1997a).
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1
]D

n21R
2r1 1 1

] ]]]S D * *E V 9((12l ) RW2 (12l )x) dx (C.7)*R 12l R
0

which, sinceV(W )5Vu(W ) for eachW, equals:
1 1
]D ] Dn21 nR R

1 1
] ]S DE V 9 W2 x dx 5 E V 9(W2 x) dxR R

0 0

1
]5V(W )2V W2 D (C.8)S DnR

through a change in variables. Since self2 n plans to work, this is greater than or
n n211* * ]equal to bd e. But then V((12l ) RW )2V((12l ) RW2 D)$bd e,n21R

implying the claim. h

The proof of Theorem 1 really only used that:

r*((12l ) R)
]]]], 1 (C.9)Rd

*wherel is each self’s marginal propensity to consume. Even for agents naive
about consumption decisions, marginal propensity to consume is equal across
periods with a value of:

12r 1 /r12sdR d
]]]]]]]*l 5 (C.10)1 /r 12r 1 /r12s12b dsdR d

12rAssumingdR , 1, which is necessary for the naive maximization problem to
have a solution, it is easily established that the above satisfies inequality C.9. The
proofs of the other claims in the text carry over quite effortlessly as well.

A ppendix D. A more hyperbolic discount structure

The only change we make is to introduce an additional discount parameter
g , 1 into Laibson’s model, which is effective for two periods. Thus, selft’s
discounted utility from consumption is:

`

2 2 iu c 1bgdu c 1bg d O d u c D.1)s d s d s dt t11 t121i
i50

Of course, we have to start from ground zero and solve the savings equilibrium
before we can get into questions concerning retirement. The analysis is similar to
Laibson (1997a), and we will only go through an accelerated version of it.
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Backwards induction along with a repeated use of property 2 of CRRA utility
functions proves that in each period, consumption is a linear (and thus differenti-
able) function of wealth. Then in equilibrium selft will choosec to satisfy:t

≠ct11
]]u9 c 5bgdR u9 cs d s dt t11≠Wt11

` i ≠c≠c t111jt121i2 2 2 i i]]] ]]]1bg d R O R d P 12 u9 c (D.2)s dS D t121i≠W ≠Wj50t121i t111ji50

The similar equation for periodt 1 1 is:

≠ct12
]]u9 c 5bgdR u9 cs d s dt11 t12≠Wt12

` i ≠c≠c t121jt131i2 2 2 i i]]] ]]]1bg d R O R d P 12 u9 cs dS D t131i≠W ≠Wj50t131i t121ji50

(D.3)

Combining the two we get:

≠c ≠c ≠ct11 t12 t112 2 2]] ]] ]]u9 c 5bgdR u9 c 1bg d R 12 u9 cs d s d s dS Dt t11 t12≠W ≠W ≠Wt11 t12 t11

≠c ≠ct11 t12
]] ]]1dR 12 u9 c 2bgdR u9 cs d s dS DS Dt11 t12≠W ≠Wt11 t12

Putting this into a more convenient form leads to the following lemma.

Lemma 5. The Euler equation for the choice of consumption at time t is:

≠c ≠ct11 t11
]] ]]u9 c 5dR bg 1 12 u9 cs d s dS S DDt t11≠W ≠Wt11 t11

≠c ≠ct12 t112 2]] ]]2bgd R 12 u9 c (12g ). (D.4)s dS D t12≠W ≠Wt12 t11

It is easily seen that forg 5 1 this reduces to Laibson’s Euler equation.
Using this Euler equation, we can show that in a game with horizon T, the

consumption rule isc 5l W , where thel’s are determined by the recursion:t T2t t

2rln12 12r 2r]]] 5dR bgl 1 12l ls s ddS D n11 n11 n1112ln12

2 2(12r ) 12r 12r2bgd R (12g ) l 12l (D.5)s dn n11

with initial value l 5 1. Though we haven’t shown that this converges, it seems0

to do so: in computer simulations it converged for all values of the parameters that
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32we have tried. The existence of a constant marginal propensity to consume far
from the end is not technically necessary for what we are going to do, but it is nice
to work off a benchmark that has smooth consumption. We will therefore assume
that for our parameter values the long-horizon case has a constant marginal

33*propensity to consume ofl .
As before, we introduce variously discounted value functions. We will need

three this time:

`

2 2 i22 i i* * * * *V(W )5 u(l W )1bgdu(l (12l ) RW )1bg d O d u(l R (12l ) W )
i52

`

i21 i i* * *Z(W )5 u(l W )1gd O d u(l R (12l ) W )
i51

`

i i i* *D(W )5O d u(l R (12l ) W ) (D.6)
i50

It is easy to see that one period before retirement we get the same undersaving
]

possibility as with quasi-hyperbolic discounting. In that caseW is defined by:21

1] ] ] ]
]S Du W 2 W 1bgdZ W 1D 2bgde 5V W (D.7)s d s d21 0 0 21R

To see what self22 wants self21 to do at this wealth level we want to look at
the difference:

1] ] ] ]2 2 2 2]S Dbgdu W 2 W 1bg d D W 1D 2bg d e 2bgdZ W (D.8)s d s d21 0 0 21R

* * *Using thatV(W )5bgZ(W )1 (12bg )u(l W )1bgd(12bg )u(l (12l )RW )
*and Z(W )5gD(W )1 (12g )u(l W ), along with Eq. (D.7), the above becomes:

] ]w 2 2 2 2 2 2
bgdu c 1bg d D W 1D 2bg d e 2bg d D W 1Ds d s ds d21 0 0

2 w 2 r 2 r
2bgd (12g ) u c 1bgd e 1d(12bg ) u c 1bgd (12g ) u cs d s d s d0 21 0

(D.9)

where the subscripts onc denote the period in question and the superscripts stand
for whether retirement or work is chosen. Dividing byd and regrouping we get:

w w r r
2 (12g ) u c 1bgdu c 2bgde 2 u c 1bgdu cfs s s d d s s d s ddg21 o 21 0

w r
2g(12b ) u c 2 u c (D.10)s s d s dd21 21

Using that self21 is indifferent between working and retiring:

32It must be said, though, that we haven’t tried very many values.
33In this case, we also get the familiar undersaving outcome.
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] ]2 2 2 2 2 2* *(12g ) bg d D (12l ) R W 1D 2bg d D (12l ) R Wf s s dd s dg0 21

w r
2g(12b ) u c 2 u c (D.11)s s d s dd21 21

Dividing by g, we finally get that the difference (D.8) has the same sign as:

I
!%%%%%%%%%%%$#%%%%%%%%%%%"

] ]2 2 2 I* *bgd (12g ) D (12l ) R W 1D 2D (12l ) R Wf s s dd s d g0 21

II
!%%%%$#%%%%"

w r II2 (12b ) u c 2 u c (D.12)s s d s d d21 21

The second term in this sum is always negative (II is positive), while the other one
can be either positive or negative, though it seems it is more often positive (for

] ]*that we only needW 1D.R(12l ) W ). For g 5 1, the first term drops out,0 21

so the expression is negative, which means that self22 would want self21 to
retire at this wealth level. This is just what we had before. On the other hand, with
g ± 1 and no degeneracy, the first term can be positive, so we do not necessarily
get a negative sum. In particular, if the first term is positive andb 51, we can

]
only get lower saving (that is, self22 wants self21 to work atW ).21

In general, both forg and 12g close to 0 (both relative to 12b ), we will get
higher saving. This will be clear intuitively as soon as we understand that Eq.
(D.12) contrasts two conflicts between selves21 and22. First, from the point of
view of self 22, self 21 discounts too much between periods21 and 0, as we
had before (term II). But also, self21 discounts too much between periods 0 and
1, that is, she doesn’t appreciate the extra consumption from working as much as
she should (term I). Forb close to 1, the first effect is negligible. Forg close to 0
or 1, the second one is: close to 1 because then the conflict is small, and close to 0
because then the effect is ‘too far in the future’ (it is very discounted).

This is only a simple extension of the quasi-hyperbolic setup, but it still
indicates that lower saving is more likely with hyperbolic discounting. It also
captures what appears to be the two most important conflicts between selves21
and 22 regarding retirement: that from the perspective of self22, self 21
overweights consumption in period21 but underweights consumption after period
0 relative to effort in period 0. Their conflicts about consumption in periods after
period 0 are likely to be unimportant. Of course, for earlier selves, this discount
structure might not be sufficient: it would be interesting to see better approxi-
mations. It won’t be easy: genuine hyperbolic discount functions generate
equilibria that are extremely hard to analyze.
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